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For Immediate Release

Maybe One Day LLC Announces launch of M1D® Green
M1D®Green clothing line to support alternative carbon neutral fuel development

Houston, TX— June 10, 2008 — Maybe One Day LLC announces the launch of the M1D®
Green. M1D® Green is a line of t-shirts introduced to raise money to encourage and support research in
alternative fuels and alternative transportation. Each t-shirt sold will raise $5.00 for the M1D® Green
fund. Our first design is currently available at our online store at www.m1dgreen.com.
One of the most promising energy sources that we have seen is bio fuel derived from algae.
Fuel from algae is a truly renewable resource. Algae based biofuel is also ideal as it does not compete
with food crops and does not require the use of agricultural land. Valcent Products Inc. has been
developing technologies to grow algae on a mass scale. They are developing technology to produce
100,000 barrels of algae based biofuel per acre per year. This compares to 30 barrels per acre per year
for corn. We really believe this will be a significant portion of the alternative fuel solution. Because of
this we will be sending Valcent 75% of the funds from M1D®Green to support their work. When the
technology is perfected and economically feasible it will be possible to build facilities to grow algae
for fuel. This will allow the US to become energy independent and also make a massive reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions.
The remaining 25% of the funds from M1D®Green will go to Houston Based REV. REV
provides green transportation in Downtown and Midtown Houston. Their goal is to provide affordable and
convenient urban transportation via all electric/zero emission vehicles.
Their service allows more people to live without the need to own a car in a city designed around
the car. M1D® Green will support the operation and expansion of REV by providing 25% of funds raised
for their operation.
Maybe One Day LLC
Founded in May 2006, we are a clothing company based in Houston TX specializing in tattoo
inspired clothing using local art work. The company prints all garments in Houston with most sales
through its online store at shop.maybeonedayclothing.com.
M1D is a trademark of Maybe One Day LLC in the United States.
The names of actual companies and products mentioned herein may be the trademarks of their respective owners.

For more information on Maybe One Day LLC and M1D® Green:
http://www.maybeonedayclothing.com http://www.m1dgreen.com

